
Handpieces, motors, apex locators, rotary files, 
irrigation solutions, sealers...these are just 
a few of the products required for success-

ful endo therapy. But DiaDent’s Dia-Duo Complete 
Cordless Obturation System provides an opportunity 
to do more with fewer products, as it includes both 
the Duo-Gun BackFill Obturation System and the 
Duo-Pen Warm Vertical Compaction System. Using 
the Dia-Duo system’s Duo-Charger, both instruments 
can be charged in about 90 minutes.

"The Dia-Duo makes it much easier to retrieve and 
replace the gun and heated instrument when doing 
cases,” explained Alex Rosenczweig, DMD. “And hav-
ing the two instruments in one charging unit vs two 
eliminates the need for two outlets.”

Duo-Gun
The cordless Duo-Gun Backfill Obturation System is 

made for smooth and precise gutta percha delivery. 
Doctors can manage obturation flow using variable 
temperature settings, while smart temperature con-
trol enables a stable and constant temperature. 

Dr. Rosenczweig praised the gun’s flexible needle 
and also its versatility. “I like the fact that the gun can 
use any gutta percha pellet; other guns require you 
to use their gutta percha cartridge.”

Duo-Pen
Similar to the Duo-Gun, the Duo-Pen is cordless, 

which aids maneuverability and also makes it easy 
to clean and store. Dr. Rosenczweig appreciates 
that the pen’s small size allows him to keep it on the 
instrument tray within easy reach.

The pen has 3 temperature settings (170°C, 200°C, 
and 230°C) and reaches its highest temperature in 1 
second, yet it remains cool to the touch during use. 
Its smart temperature control feature provides real-
time monitoring to prevent the heating condenser 
from burning out. 

Better than Before
Compared to the previous obturation system Dr. 

Rosenczweig used, Dia-Duo offers several features 
that make it easier and more efficient. “Dia-Duo is 
more compact and has the wand heated instrument 
vs a corded instrument attached to a box,” he said. 
“And, the gun tip is more flexible and durable, so it 
doesn’t need to be replaced as often."
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Do More with Dia-Duo
Cordless obturation systems increases ease of use while decreasing waste
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3 OF MY FAVORITE THINGS
Dr. Rosenczweig named 

these features of the Dia-Duo 
system as 3 of his favorites:

1   Dia-Gun flexible tip. 
The strong, durable, 
and bendable tips are 
available in two sizes: 23 G and 25 G.

2   Charging unit. Both the Dia-Gun and Dia-
Pen can be charged at the same time, and 
the single charger requires one outlet.

3   Dia-Pen size. The pen’s small size allows 
it to fit easily on the chairside instrument 
tray within reach.


